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Balkan Idenies Nation And Memory
Serbia stands out among the formerly Communist nations of Eastern Europe for its ... that lies at the core of Serbian national identity. It

s also not just a matter of history.

Serbia s Holocaust memory and the ties that bind us
The leaders of the Western Balkans strongly criticized the EU for failing to start membership talks with Western Balkan nations. Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama, North Macedonian Prime Minister Zoran ...

Western Balkan leaders criticize EU
Novak Djokovic's childhood was marked by conflict, trauma. But it is how he made peace, learned to forgive, that is a true testament to his temperament.

The grit and greatness of Novak Djokovic
The defence of Mladic becomes the defence of national identity, and it is always a ... about Srebrenica

, seeing it as an attack on the nation and

an attempt to make Serbs [look like ...

In Serbia and Montenegro, Srebrenica is Still Politically Toxic
The Government of Canada supports Indigenous languages in Nova Scotia through the Mi'kmaw Kina'matnewey Language is at ...

Honourable Marc Miller and Mi kmaw Kina matnewey highlight funding to support reclamation, revitalization
Delayed by one year thanks to the coronavirus pandemic, Euro 2020 will conclude on Sunday. But whether it's England or Italy that lifts the trophy, that team won

t be the only victor at Europe

s ...

Europe went to a soccer tourney, and patriotism broke out
The program focuses on the background to Balkan and other conflicts ... cultural constructions of identity and belonging. When ideas fail to incorporate people, essentialist categories of identity, ...

Peace and Conflict Summer Program
A new lux-niche fragrance house from Singapore blends delicate but resonant perfume stories with a sense of mystery. I received a set of samples from a new fragrance house, Maison de L'Asie, a few ...

Maison de L'Asie and the Subtle Art of Fragrant Stories
SKOPJE, North Macedonia (AP) ̶ The prime minister of North Macedonia expressed his nation

s disappointment ... his counterpart from Albania ̶ another Balkan neighbor. EU-member Bulgaria ...

North Macedonia disappointed over setback at EU talks
Indigenous leaders of Keeseekoose First Nation in Saskatchewan say the community ... You see an RCMP, there

s a memory there. You see a preacher, there

'There's a memory there': Rampant addictions on Sask. First Nation a result of generational trauma from residential school
Photo: EPA-EFE/SEDAT SUNA A new report published on June 23 by the Hafiza Merkezi Berlin [Memory Centre Berlin ... promotes LGBTI+ identities.

s a memory there. You see a brick ...

They argue that their domestic law is sufficient ...

Report: Poland, Turkey Undermining Women s and LGBT Rights
The heroic sacrifice and martyrdom of the gallant forces of Eritrea have earned a special place in the memory of the people. On Martyrs Day, we confirm that the nation will never forget those who ...

Eritrea: Remembering Eritrea's Heroes and Heroines
It was during the 19th century that Russian writers (Chekhov, Tolstoy, Turgenev) and artists (such as Levitan, Nesterov, Savrasov and Shishkin) forged enduring links between nature and nation.

Parks and re-creations: the best books about Russian landscapes
In this time of transition, we re back with our annual STAT summer book list ̶ and this time we

ve thrown podcasts in the mix too.

The 36 best books and podcasts on health and science to check out this summer
Yigba was also dedicated to the memory of one of the pillar ... peaceably and without changing their core identity.

We must rethink Nigeria and re-program the nation for success.

Project YIGBA, on the journey towards a new nation
The myths of popular memory tend to ... assert their history, identity, and culture, there is a concomitant backlash from white reactionaries. As people across the nation proactively celebrate ...

The unintended consequences of making Juneteenth a national holiday
A couple of days after returning negative and after being shifted out of the Covid-ICU, four-time Asian Games gold medallist Milkha Singh passed away due to post-Covid complications at the Post ...

Sport biopics, cinema and Raj Kapoor: When Milkha Singh went down memory lane
YouTube screenshot The valedictorian of a New Jersey high school said administrators tried to censor his graduation speech on mental health and his LGBTQ identity. But to the cheers of his ...

Principal cut off valedictorian s grad speech on LGBTQ identity. So he did it by memory
From sweeping landscapes to still-life paintings, the striking images in this exhibit reveal a variety of ways artists struggled to define the nation ... and identity, national memory, and ...
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